D-Series

Modular Packing System

BRAND HISTORY
Founded in 2012
•

Frustration with existing bags

•

Non-waterproof textile or awkward limp drybags

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
100% Waterproof = Submersible
•

RF welded seams

•

No “weatherproof” BS

Inspired by Tactical Military Gear
•

Modular by design, means you can do more
with less

•

Removable, Interchangeable, Replaceable
components allows users to add, adapt, &
customize

Quick & Easy Access
•

Low-Profile Roll-Top Closure  

•

Access contents without un-strapping

Quick & Easy Mounting
•

Slip-Lock mounting, straps included

•

Rigid Core, Able to mount when empty

MODULAR DESIGN
D-SERIES DRY BAG LINE

“One System, Three Bags
Infinite Possibilities”

Do More with Less
•

Each bag is designed to be used alone or as
part of a larger packing system   

•

One system, Three Bags, Infinite Possibilities

Seperate Wet from Dry, Clean from Dirty   
•

D28

Dont pack all your gear in one huge bag of

D56

D68

the same volume
•

Keep your wet tent in one, and your dry
clothes in another

Get Creative, Build your own system
•

Welded daisy chain creates a 12 point attachment system

•

D20

D66

D38

D78

Create, Adapt, & Customize  

D106

D38

Rigid Core Dry Bag
The D38 features a rigid core that enables the bag to be
mounted to any bike, with or without a top rack, even when
the bag is completely empty. Try that with a traditional dry
bag! The rigid construction and unique 4-point strap mounting system work together enabling easy access to contents
without loosening straps or removing the bag from the bike.

Features:
•

Rigid Core Construction

•

Modular packing (mates with D20 and D28)

•

Universal slip-lock mounting straps (included)

•

Mounts with or without toprack

•

Infinitely useful daisy chain mounting strip

•

Retro Reflective Logo

•

Adjustable & detachable carry handle

•

Strap keepers to secure access webbing

•

Available in Black, Orange, or Gray

Specs:
•

38 Liters

•

100% waterproof (Radio Frequency Welded Seams)

•

22” long x 12” wide x 9” tall

•

22oz Vinyl & coated Cordura

D28

Dual-End Dry Bag
Unlike other dry bags, the D28 features a dual-end roll design that allows access to belongings from either end of the
bag without having to disconnect the mounting straps. The
D28 is perfect by itself for short trips, but is the ideal add on
bag for a D38 or set of sidecases.

Features:
•

Dual-Ended opening

•

Modular packing (mates with D20 and D38)

•

Universal quick release mounting straps (included)

•

Mounts with or without toprack

•

Infinitely useful daisy chain mounting strip

•

Retro Reflective Logo

•

Strap keepers to secure access webbing

•

Welded carry handle

•

Available in Black, Orange, or Gray

Specs:
•

28 Liters

•

100% waterproof (Radio Frequency Welded Seams)

•

22” long x 9” wide x 9” tall

•

22oz Vinyl & coated Cordura

D20

Dry Saddle Bag Set
Unlike all other saddlebags, the D20’s interchangeable center strap enables the bags to mount directly to a bike with or
without sideracks as well as attach directly to other D Series
dry bags. Use the Velcro center strap for convenience, the
solid nylon strap for extremely muddy conditions, or remove
the center strap all together to mount the bags directly to a
D28 or D38 dry bag.  Mounting the D20 saddlebags to the
D28 or D38 dry bag is the ideal solution for riders who want
the extra storage but can’t mount traditional saddlebags due
to high exhausts.

Features:
•

Modular packing (mates with D28 and D38)

•

Universal slip-lock mounting straps (included)

•

Interchangeable center straps (Velcro or solid nylon)

•

Mounts with or without sideracks

•

Retro Reflective Logo

•

Available in Black, Orange, or Gray

Specs:
•

40 liters (20 liters each side)

•

100% waterproof (Radio Frequency Welded Seams)

•

17” long x 6” wide x 12” tall

•

22oz Vinyl & coated Cordura

Slip-Lock

Universal Mounting System
Incredibly Strong, Supprisingly Fast
•
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Quickly mount or remove up to 106 liters in
seconds

•

No top or side racks necessary

Rigid Core Construction
•

Only dry bags that can be mounted empty

•

Open / Close dry bag without loosening the
mounting system

Mounting
Slip-lock mounting straps feature a 3/4”
metal slip-lock at the end of each strap
that is designed to mate with the 1” plastic loops on the bags. Dryspec invented
slip-lock straps to create the the most
durrable and most low-profile attachment system available. Slip-lock straps
are included with the D20, D38, and all
D-Series modular combinations.

Step One: Identify the mounting points
you plan to use for each of the four straps.
Any closed part of the bike will work (like
the frame or rear footpeg bracket).
Step Two: Wrap the loop-end around
the mounting point then pass the sliplock end through the loop. Pull the sliplock end up towards the bag to secure the
strap around the bike. Repeat this step
for all four straps.

Step Three: Note: In many situations,
the dual ended slip-lock strap is easier to
use in place of the regular slip-lock straps
on the rear. It creates a closed loop that
can be passed under a license plate
bracket or tail light assembly.

Step Five: Once the slip-lock passes
through the plastic loop, notice that it will
not pass back though the loop without
holding the slip lock flat to the strap with
your other hand.

Step Four: With the slip-lock flat to
the strap, pass the slip-lock completely
through the under side of the plastic
loop on the bag. Repeat this for all four
straps.

Step Six: Once all four slip-lock straps
are attached to the bag pull the end of
the strap downward to tighten the bag to
the bike. Tuck the remaining strap ends
under the plastic strap keepers to keep
them from blowing and tangeling in the
wind.

D56

Side Case Expansion Set
The D56 includes two D28 dry bags creating the perfect addition to sidecase and panniers. Or, stack the bags to create
a modular, rear bray bag with super convenient access to
your gear inside.

Features:
•

Access contents with out un-strapping the bags

•

Mounts horizontal or vertical

•

Quick Release Strap Set (included)

•

Welded cary away handle

Specs:
•

56 liters (28 liters eac)

•

100% waterproof (Radio Frequency Welded Seams)

•

22” long x 9” wide x 9” tall (each)

•

22oz Vinyl & coated Cordura

D66

2 Piece Modular Dry Bag Packing System
The D66 includes one D28 and one D38 dry bag. The twobag D66 system makes packing and organizing your gear
easier, allows for quicker access to your gear, and enables
strategic separation of your gear. Each D-Series bag is also
designed to mount directly to your bike, so you truly get
three different bags in one. Use the D28 on local trails, strap
on the D38 for around town, or connect the D66 for your
longer adventures.     

Features:
•

Includes a complete D28 & D38 dry bag

•

Universal slip-lock mounting straps (included)

•

Universal quick release mounting straps (included)

•

Mounts with or without toprack

•

Infinitely useful daisy chain mounting strip

•

Retro Reflective Logo

•

Strap keepers to secure access webbing

•

Available in Black, Orange, or Gray

Specs:
•

66 Liters

•

100% waterproof (Radio Frequency Welded Seams)

•

22” long x 12” wide x 18” tall

•

22oz Vinyl & coated Cordura

D68

Rear Bag / Saddle Bag Hybrid
The D68 includes one D20 Saddle bag set and one D28.
The D68 is ideally suited for riders on smaller enduro bikes
who need big storage capacity but don’t what to be weighed
down with bulky sideracks just to keep the bags off your
exhaust.  

Features:
•

Three packing solutions in one

•

Access contents with out un-strapping the bags

•

Keeps Saddle Bags up and out of the way of your
exhaust

D78

Rear Bag / Saddle Bag Hybrid
The D78 is ideally suited for riders on larger bikes who need
big storage capacity but don’t what to be weighed down with
bulky sideracks just to keep the bags off your exhaust.  

Features:
•

Three packing solutions in one

•

Rigid D38 will support the D20 saddlebags even
when completely empty

•

Keeps Saddle Bags up and out of the way of your
exhaust

D106

3 Piece Modular Dry Bag Packing System
The D106 packs 106 liters of storage without the need for a
top rack or side racks. Use all the bags together or each individually. You truley get 4 different packing solutions in one.   

Features:
•

Four packing solutions in one

•

Rigid D38 will support the D20 saddlebags even
when completely empty

•

Keeps Saddle Bags up and out of the way of your
exhaust

Utilitarian Styling
Universal Design
•

Looks good and fits well on all bikes

•

Available in Black, Grey, & Orange

DIY System

Create, Adapt, Customize
•

Removable, interchangable, & replaceable straps
allow users to create, adapt, & customize

•

12 Point welded daisy chain allows infinite mounting
and accessory attachment possibilities

B50 & B65
Wide Mouth Dry Bag

The B50 & B65 feature a wide opening and an adjustable /
removable handle attached to D-rings. These D-rings serve
double duty, acting as the fixing points to secure a wide
variety of strap styles up and over the bag. The B50 is the
ideal bag for riders who want the most volume at the best
price point.

Features:
•

Wide mouth opening

•

Mounts with or without toprack

•

4 oversized D-Ring accept wide variety of mounting
strap styles  

•

Compatible with DrySpec Cam Strap Set

•

Adjustable & detachable carry handle

•

Retro Reflective Logo

•

Available in Black

Specs:
•

50 or 65 Liter Sizes

•

100% waterproof (Radio Frequency Welded Seams)

•

22” (or 28”) long x 12” wide x 12” tall

•

22oz Vinyl & coated Cordura

STRAP SETS
(1) Univeral Cam Strap Set
(2) Universal Quick Release Strap Set

1.

(3) Slip-Lock Strap Set
(4) Fender Hook Set

4.

2.

3.

